
S L I D I N G  S H OW E R

S P A C E S

 

Buyers Guide

Design your small bathroom, optimise on space and
discover style with our guide into sliding shower spaces



WE L C O M E

from The Shower Lab

Borne from a passion for bringing well-crafted and versatile

shower spaces to our customers, The Shower Lab is dedicated

to innovation, style and practicality. Sliding shower spaces

offer these three things in abundance and provide benefits to

bathrooms of all sizes. Our Buyers Guide will be your helping

hand, allowing you to discover these beautiful shower

enclosures and identify the right one for your home. 

To enquire about any of our sliding shower spaces, please email
info@theshowerlab.com or find your local showroom at

www.theshowerlab.com/#store-finder



For rooms limited on floor space, sliding
shower enclosures work perfectly. The

sliding door panel rolls behind the fixed
panel, without the need for additional,

free floor space.
 

So, no matter the space, they can be
customised to suit. 

VERSATILE STYLE

Ideal for small bathrooms



Due to the rolling design, sliding
shower spaces are ideal for

accessibility. In comparison to
hinged shower doors, sliding

shower doors typically provide the
widest entry point. 

 
For those less able, small children

or busy households, open
accessibility allows you to shower

with more ease. 
 

HANDLES
 

When paired with a sleek handle,
sliding shower spaces bring

undeniable style into your home.

ACCESSIBILITY 

Glide for easy access



WATERPROOF

Sealed to minimise splash-back

Sliding shower spaces have a waterproof
design, much like the other enclosures in
our portfolio. Seals are used throughout

the design to minimise splash-back while
still allowing you to achieve a

minimalistic, modern look. 

Expert tip
Direct shower heads
and water flow away
from the enslosure at

all times. 



C O N T A C T  U S

info@theshowerlab.com

To learn more about our sliding shower spaces, get in contact

with us via info@theshowerlab.com. 

 

Alternatively, our products can be ordered with one of our

approved partner showrooms. To find your nearest store, visit

www.theshowerlab.com/#store-finder

The Shower Lab
Creating shower spaces for every home


